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* **Using Photoshop** **'s Help menu** : It contains pages of tutorials and other helpful items. It's also a great place to search for information about how to use particular tools. * **The online Photoshop Help and support system** : If you encounter a problem, the best way to get help is to do the following: 1. **Go to Help** > **Get Help Online**. 2.
**Find out how to solve the problem by clicking the link at the bottom of the window**. 3. **Click the link that applies to the problem you're having**. Figure 6-10. This example of the Adobe Photoshop Help menu shows three tutorials: Standard Layers and Effects, Photo Enhancement, and Constraints. The first two have access to layers and brushes, and the
third talks about controlling the behavior of the ruler. ## The Pen The _pen tool_ (Shift+P) is part of the selection toolset. The Pen tool lets you create simple paths for vector images. You can create closed shapes, like rounded rectangles, or you can create open shapes, which look like letters. Chapter 15, offers more information about the Pen tool. The type of
path you create is determined by your canvas settings. You can also make a selection and then convert it to a path. However, you might find that many of the features in the Paths panel (Windows → Paths) are covered in Chapter 15. ## The Pencil The _pencil tool_ (Ctrl+P) is similar to the Pen tool. The two tools have similar controls; the difference is that the
Pen tool creates a path and the pencil tool creates a hatch. A hatch is a "stroked" line, as shown in Figure 6-11. The hatch can be open or closed, just like a paintbrush stroke, and you can control hatch size and line color in the same way. To create a hatch with the pencil tool, you create a closed shape and then select Paths → Stroke. You'll find that the Stroke
menu works much like other menus discussed later in this section. In other words, the Stroke menu is one of the most useful on the palette. Figure 6-11. A hatch is a line just like a pen stroke, except that it has a fixed width. However, a hatch
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The 32-bit version was the last version of Photoshop to support DirectX 7, and the 64-bit version is the first version to support DirectX 12. A new feature in Photoshop CC is Warp Stabilizer, which can help reduce lens distortion. This guide will help you update to the latest version of Photoshop CC, 13.0.1, for both the 32- and 64-bit versions and will help you
set it up. How to Update to the Latest Version of Photoshop for Mac To update to the latest version of Photoshop, follow the steps below. If you are running a 64-bit version of Photoshop, double-click the Photoshop icon and choose the option to update it. Click the Options button at the top right corner of the Photoshop application. Select Photoshop > Check
for Updates. Under the heading “Updates”, choose the Update Now option. Your Mac will take a few minutes to update. Once it is done, you will see the new version next to the previous version. When you open Photoshop, there will be a prompt asking whether you want to update. Click the Update button. How to Update to the Latest Version of Photoshop for
Windows Double-click the Photoshop icon. Click the Options button at the top right corner of the Photoshop application. Select Photoshop > Check for Updates. Under the heading “Updates”, choose the Update Now option. A window will open to download and install the latest version of Photoshop. Download the Latest Version of Photoshop CC for the Mac
If you are using a 64-bit version of Photoshop, double-click the Photoshop icon to open the Photoshop application. Click the Photoshop icon in the top left corner. Click the Options button at the top right corner. Select Photoshop > Check for Updates. Under the heading “Updates”, choose the Update Now option. Click the Settings button on the top left corner
of the Photoshop application. Select Adobe > CS6 from the drop-down list. Select the “Download Updates” option. Wait for the update to download and install. Once the update is done, a message saying “Update successful” will appear. Adobe Photoshop CC for Windows To update Photoshop 05a79cecff
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The Eraser tool allows you to quickly erase unwanted areas and shapes. The Eraser is similar to the Magic Eraser on many household items. The Masking tools can be applied to selected areas of an image to hide parts of the photo and reveal others. The Pen Tool and Brush tool allow you to create special effects like painting, drawing and drawing text. Photoshop
comes with several different art brushes, like the Brush Brush, Brush Sketch, Brushstrokes, Hands, Spirograph, and the Pencil Brush. The Burn tool allows you to remove color from an area of an image with the help of a brush. The tool is similar to the Paint Bucket on many household items. Photoshop offers several different filters to improve the look of an
image. The most popular filters are the Blur, Color, Dodge and Burn. Photoshop offers a few advanced tools like the Puppet Warp tool, the Paths tool, the Healing tool, and the 3D tool. The Puppet Warp tool allows you to distort one area of an image and distort a selected area at the same time. The Paths tool lets you draw a path. You then specify where you
want the path to be. The tool is used to design paths and shapes for logos or elements in your designs. The Healing tool can clean up skin imperfections and repairs holes, tears, and other problems. It can also soften skin texture and remove blemishes. The 3D tool helps you create a 3D effect. It is used to create an illusion of depth by adding and subtracting layers
of color and layers of text. Photoshop also features many forms of drawing and painting tools. These are commonly known as the Pen tool and Brush tool. The Pen tool can be used to draw objects and pictures that are on top of the canvas. The Brush tool can be used to create an outline around an object. Photoshop has several different shapes and color palettes.
There are many different color palettes available to use to choose from. Some of the most commonly used color palettes include the CMYK Palette, the RGB Palette and the Black and White Palette. The CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Black) palette gives you the ability to control the Black, White, and the color values of each of the colors in an image.
The RGB (Red, Green and Blue) palette allows you to choose any color that exists on the color wheel.
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Q: Error during upload of pdf file to amazon S3 bucket through php. Using Filezilla I want to upload a pdf file to amazon S3 bucket using following code $client->putObject($s3, $bucket, $filepath,array( "Content-Type" => "application/octet-stream" )); And I get following error from amazon Error Code: Client Error: Incorrect number of attribute value pairs
How can I fix this? A: The error that you receive is caused by not having the correct key:value pairs in the array that is passed to the putObject() function. You can use the following command to generate the correct key:value pairs: aws s3api put-object --bucket my-bucket --key my-key.pdf // Copyright 2015 the V8 project authors. All rights reserved. // Use of
this source code is governed by a BSD-style license that can be // found in the LICENSE file. (function testClassAbi() { assertEquals(0, @@species); var C = class { [@@species]() {} }; assertThrows(function() { C() }); assertEquals(0, @@species); })(); (function testAbstractClassAbi() { assertEquals(0, @@species); var A = class extends [abstract]{
[@@species]() {} }; assertThrows(function() { A() }); assertEquals(0, @@species); })(); (function testVariance() { var P = class implements (p) { [@@species]() {} }; assertThrows(function() { new P() }); assertEquals(0, @@species); P.p = 1; assertThrows(function() { new P() }); assertEquals(0, @@species); })(); (function testInheritance() { var P = class
implements (p) { [@@species]() {} }; assertThrows(function() { new P() }); assertEquals(0, @@species); var P2
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System Requirements:
At least 50MB of RAM required At least 2GB of HD space required Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Vista, or XP with SP3 Latest NVIDIA or AMD compatible video card (Geforce 7 or higher, RadeonHD 7850 or higher) GeForce GTS 450 or ATI HD4850 or higher Intel Core i3-530 Intel Core i5-530 or better Intel Core i7-920 or better Intel Core i7-970 or better
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